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Quality Guru Series 5. Dr. Genichi Taguchi 

Dr Genichi Taguchi was raised in the textile town of Tokamachi in Japan, studying textile engineering with the 
intention of entering the family kimono business. However, after being drafted into the Imperial Japanese 
Navy during World War II, his experience led him into a wider industrial career, initially with spells in the 
Ministry of Public Health and Welfare, the Institute of Statistical Mathematics and the pharmaceuticals 

industry and eventually the electric communications industry. In 1950 he joined the Electrical 
Communications Laboratory (ECL) of the Nippon Telegraph and Telephone Corporation, just as statistical 
quality control was beginning to become popular in Japan under the influence of W. Edwards Deming 
(covered in the second of our Quality Guru series, in our March newsletter). Taguchi spent his twelve years at 
ECL in developing methods for enhancing quality and reliability. During this time he was beginning to consult 
widely in Japanese industry, with Toyota being an early adopter of his ideas and in 1954 and 1955 he was 
also visiting professor at the Indian Statistical Institute, where he worked with other leaders in the 

international field of Total Quality methods and techniques, enabling him to develop the foundation blocks of 
what is now known as Taguchi methods.  
 
Taguchi methods are based on the principle that it is preferable to design a product that is robust or 
insensitive to variation in the manufacturing process, rather than attempt to control all the many variations 
during actual manufacture. To put this idea into practice, Dr Genichi Taguchi took the already established 

knowledge on experimental design and made it more usable and practical for quality professionals. His 
message was concerned with the routine optimization of product and process prior to manufacture rather 
than quality through inspection. He pushed back quality and reliability to the design stage, where he believed 
they really belong, broken down into three stages: 
 

 System design 

 Parameter design 

 Tolerance design 

This is fundamentally a prototyping method, which can be 
viewed along a continuum, that enables the designer to 

identify the optimal settings to produce a robust product 
that can survive manufacturing time after time, piece 
after piece and provide what the customer wants.  
 
In 1962, on completing his doctorate at Kyushu 
University, Dr Genichi Taguchi left ECL, becoming 
professor of engineering at Aoyama Gakuin University, 

Tokyo in 1964. After lecturing in the US in 1980 he 
collaborated with many international manufacturing 
companies such as Bell Labs, Ford Motor Company, 
Boeing, Xerox and ITT, helping them to embed his, by 
then, increasingly popular Taguchi methods.  

 
Since 1982, Dr. Genichi Taguchi has been an advisor to 

the Japanese Standards Institute and executive director 
of the American Supplier Institute, an international consulting organization. His concepts and methods have 
even influenced fields beyond product design and manufacturing, such as sales process engineering. 
Throughout his career he has published many books on his work and received numerous accolades, 
culminating in his being presented with the Indigo Ribbon by the Emperor of Japan in 1986, for outstanding 
contributions to Japanese economics and industry. Also, in 1995, the Japanese Society of Quality Control 

made him an honorary member. 
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